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Abstract
Given a vertex-weighted graph, the maximum weight
independent set problem asks for a pair-wise non-
adjacent set of vertices such that the sum of their
weights is maximum. The branch-and-reduce paradigm
is the de facto standard approach to solve the problem to
optimality in practice. In this paradigm, data reduction
rules are applied to decrease the problem size. These
data reduction rules ensure that given an optimum
solution on the new (smaller) input, one can quickly
construct an optimum solution on the original input.
We introduce new generalized data reduction and
transformation rules for the problem. A key feature
of our work is that some transformation rules can in-
crease the size of the input. Surprisingly, these so-
called increasing transformations can simplify the prob-
lem and also open up the reduction space to yield even
smaller irreducible graphs later throughout the algo-
rithm. In experiments, our algorithm computes sig-
nificantly smaller irreducible graphs on all except one
instance, solves more instances to optimality than pre-
viously possible, is up to two orders of magnitude faster
than the best state-of-the-art solver, and finds higher-
quality solutions than heuristic solvers DynWVC and
HILS on many instances. While the increasing trans-
formations are only efficient enough for preprocessing at
this time, we see this as a critical initial step towards a
new branch-and-transform paradigm.
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1 Introduction
Given a graph G = (V,E) and a weight function
w : V → R+ that assigns positive weights to ver-
tices, the goal of the maximum weight independent set
(MWIS) problem is to compute a set of pairwise non-
adjacent vertices I ⊆ V , whose total weight is maxi-
mum. The problem is NP-hard [17], and has a wide-
range of practical applications in areas such as map la-
beling [8, 18], coding theory [9, 35], combinatorial auc-
tions [48], alignment of biological networks [5], workload
scheduling for energy-efficient scheduling of disks [14],
computer vision [32], wireless communication [50], and
protein structure prediction [33].
In practice, graphs with hundreds of vertices can be
solved with traditional branch-and-bound methods [6, 7,
10, 45]. However, until recently, even for medium-sized
synthetic instances, the maximum weight independent
set problem remained largely infeasible. In stark con-
trast, the unweighted variants can be quickly solved
on large real-world instances—even with millions of
vertices—in practice, by using kernelization [13, 21, 42]
or the branch-and-reduce paradigm [2]. Kernelization
iteratively applies reduction rules, thereby reducing the
size of the input graph until an irreducible graph is ob-
tained. This irreducible graph is usually called a kernel
if it has size bounded by a function of a specified input
parameter. A solution is then calculated on this irre-
ducible graph and extended to a solution of the original
instance by undoing the reduction rules. Branch-and-
reduce takes this process to the extreme: reduction rules
are exhaustively applied before branching in a branch-
and-bound algorithm. Branching then changes the re-
maining instance, opening up the reduction space, al-
lowing further reduction rules to be applied before the
next branching step. For those instances that can’t be
solved exactly, high-quality (and often exact) solutions
can be found by combining kernelization with either lo-
cal search [13, 15] or evolutionary algorithms [24].
Recently, Lamm et al. [25] discovered new reduction
rules for the weighted problem that, in practice, are
often able to calculate very small irreducible graphs on
a wide number of instances. Surprisingly, the branch-
and-reduce algorithm is able to solve a large number
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of instances up to two orders of magnitude faster than
existing (inexact) local search algorithms. However, the
algorithm still fails to compute small reduced graphs on
some instances [25]. This is mainly due to their very
specialized nature that searches the graph for specific
subgraphs that can be removed.
Our Results. Unlike narrowly-defined data reduc-
tion rules, we engineer new generalized data reduction
and transformation rules. The transformation rules, in
contrast to data reduction rules, can also increase the
size of the input. Surprisingly, this can simplify the
problem and also open up the reduction space to yield
even smaller irreducible graphs later throughout the al-
gorithm [3].
More precisely, we engineer practically efficient vari-
ants of the stability number data reduction rule (called
struction). To the best of our knowledge, these are the
first practical implementations of the weighted struc-
tion rule that are able to handle a large variety of real-
world instances. Our algorithm exploits the full poten-
tial of the struction rule by also allowing the applica-
tion of structions that may increase the number of ver-
tices. These new rules are integrated in the state-of-the-
art branch-and-reduce algorithm by Lamm et al. [25] –
with and without the property that a data transforma-
tion rule can increase the size of the input. Extensive
experiments indicate that our algorithm calculates sig-
nificantly smaller irreducible graphs than current state-
of-the-art approach and, preprocessing with our trans-
formations enables branch-and-reduce to solve many in-
stances that were previously infeasible to solve to opti-
mality.
2 Related Work
In the following we will first give a short overview of
existing work on both exact and heuristic procedures,
especially outlining how kernelization and preprocessing
methods are used in state-of-the-art algorithms. Fur-
thermore, we present a detailed overview of the struc-
tion, as this transformation is the focus of this work.
2.1 Exact Methods. Exact algorithms usually com-
pute optimal solutions by systematically exploring the
solution space. A frequently used paradigm in exact
algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems is
called branch-and-bound [36, 45]. In case of the MWIS
problem, these types of algorithms compute optimal so-
lutions by case distinctions in which vertices are either
included into the current solution or excluded from it,
branching into two or more subproblems and resulting in
a search tree. Over the years, branch-and-bound meth-
ods have been improved by new branching schemes or
better pruning methods using upper and lower bounds
to exclude specific subtrees [6, 7, 27]. In particular, War-
ren and Hicks [45] proposed three branch-and-bound al-
gorithms that combine the use of weighted clique covers
and a branching scheme first introduced by Balas and
Yu [7]. Their first approach extends the algorithm by
Babel [6] by using a more intricate data structures to
improve its performance. The second one is an adap-
tation of the algorithm of Balas and Yu, which uses a
weighted clique heuristic that yields structurally similar
results to the heuristic of Balas and Yu. The last algo-
rithm is a hybrid version that combines both algorithms
and is able to compute optimal solutions on graphs with
hundreds of vertices.
In recent years, reduction rules have frequently been
added to branch-and-bound methods yielding so-called
branch-and-reduce algorithms [2]. These algorithms are
able to improve the worst-case runtime of branch-and-
bound algorithms by applications of reduction rules to
the current graph before each branching step. For the
unweighted case, a large number of branch-and-reduce
algorithms have been developed in the past. The cur-
rently best exact solver [22], which won the PACE chal-
lenge 2019 [22, 39, 43], uses a portfolio of branch-and-
reduce/bound solvers for the complementary problems.
However, for a long time, virtually no weighted reduc-
tion rules were known, which is why hardly any branch-
and-reduce algorithms exist for the MWIS problem.
To the best of our knowledge, the first and only
branch-and-reduce algorithm for the weighted case was
recently presented by Lamm et al. [25]. The authors
first introduce two meta-reductions called neighborhood
removal and neighborhood folding, from which they
derive a new set of weighted reduction rules. On this
foundation a branch-and-reduce algorithm is developed
using pruning with weighted clique covers similar to the
approach by Warren and Hicks [45] for upper bounds
and an adapted version of the ARW local search [4]
for lower bounds. The experimental evaluation shows
that their algorithm can solve a large set of real-world
instances and outperform state-of-the-art algorithms.
Finally, there are exact procedures which are ei-
ther based on other extension of the branch-and-bound
paradigm, e.g. [40, 46, 47], or on the reformulation into
other NP-complete problems, for which a variety of
solvers already exist. For instance, Xu et al. [49] re-
cently developed an algorithm called SBMS, which cal-
culates an optimal solution for a given MWVC instance
by solving a series of SAT instances.
2.2 Heuristic Methods. A widely used heuristic
approach is local search, which usually computes an
initial solution and then tries to improve it by simple
insertion, removal or swap operations. Although in
theory local search generally offers no guarantees for
the solution’s quality, in practice they find high quality
solutions significantly faster than exact procedures.
For unweighted graphs, the iterated local search
(ARW) by Andrade et al. [4], is a very successful
heuristic. It is based on so-called (1, 2)-swaps which
remove one vertex from the solution and add two new
vertices to it, thus improving the current solution by
one. Their algorithm uses special data structures which
find such a (1, 2)-swap in linear time in the number of
edges or prove that none exists. Their algorithm is able
to find (near-)optimal solutions for small to medium-
sized instances in milliseconds, but struggles on massive
instances with millions of vertices and edges.
The hybrid iterated local search (HILS) by
Nogueira et al. [34] adapts the ARW algorithm for
weighted graphs. In addition to weighted (1, 2)-swaps,
it also uses (ω, 1)-swaps that add one vertex v into the
current solution and exclude its ω neighbors. These two
types of neighborhoods are explored separately using
variable neighborhood descent (VND). In practice, their
algorithm finds all known optimal solutions on well-
known benchmark instances within milliseconds and
outperforms other state-of-the-art local searches.
Two other local searches, DynWVC1 and Dyn-
WVC2, for the equivalent minimum weight vertex cover
problem are presented by Cai et al. [12]. Their algo-
rithms extend the existing FastWVC heuristic [29] by
dynamic selection strategies for vertices to be removed
from the current solution. In practice, DynWVC1 out-
performs previous MWVC heuristics on map labeling
instances and large scale networks, and DynWVC2 pro-
vides further improvements on large scale networks but
performs worse on map labeling instances.
Recently, Li et al. [28] presented a local search al-
gorithm for the minimum weight vertex cover (MWVC)
problem, which is complementary to the MWIS prob-
lem. Their algorithm applies reduction rules during the
construction phase of the initial solution. Furthermore,
they adapt the configuration checking approach [11] to
the MWVC problem which is used to reduce cycling, i.e.
returning to a solution that has been visited recently.
Finally, they develop a technique called self-adaptive-
vertex-removing, which dynamically adjusts the num-
ber of removed vertices per iteration. Experiments show
that algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art approaches
on both graphs of up to millions of nodes and real-world
instances.
2.3 Struction. Originally the struction (STability
number RedUCTION) was introduced by Ebeneg-
ger et al. [16] and was later improved by Alexe et al. [3].
This method is a graph transformation for unweighted
graphs, that can be applied to an arbitrary vertex and
reduces the stability number by exactly one. Thus,
by successive application of the struction, the indepen-
dence number of a graph can be determined. Ebeneg-
ger et al. also show that there is an equivalence between
finding a maximum weight independent set and max-
imizing a pseudo Boolean function, i.e. a real-valued
function with Boolean variables, which allows to derive
the struction as a special case. Finally, the authors
present a generalization of the struction to weighted
graphs.
On this basis, theoretical algorithms with polyno-
mial time complexity for special graph classes have been
developed [3, 19, 20]. These algorithms use additional
reduction rules and a careful selection of vertices on
which the struction is applied.
Hoke and Troyon [23] developed another form of
the weighted struction, using the same equivalence
found by Ebenegger et al. [16]. In particular, they
derive the revised weighted struction. However, this
type of struction can only be applied to claw-free
graphs: graphs without an induced three-leaf star.
This transformation also removes a vertex v and its
neighborhood, but is able to create fewer new vertices,
since these are only created for pairs of non-adjacent
neighbors whose combined weight is greater than the
weight of v.
As far as we are aware, prior to this work, only
few experiments with struction variants exist and are
limited to only small instances: Ebenegger et al. and
Alexe et al. evaluated the struction only on small graphs
with less than a hundred vertices for the unweighted
case [3, 16]. Furthermore, for the weighted case, none
of the previously proposed struction variants has been
evaluated so far [3, 16, 23].
3 Preliminaries
A graph G = (V,E) consists of a vertex set V and
an edge set E ⊂ V × V . It is called undirected if for
each edge (u, v) ∈ E the edge set also contains (v, u).
We only consider undirected graphs without self loops,
i.e. (v, v) 6∈ E, and therefore we denote edges by
sets {u, v}. In addition, a graph is (vertex-)weighted if
a positive scalar weight w(v) is assigned to each vertex
v ∈ V . The weight of a vertex set X ⊂ V is defined
as w(X) =
∑
v ∈ X w(x).
A graph G′ = (V ′, E′) is a subgraph of G = (V,E)
if V ′ ⊂ V and E′ ⊂ E ∩ (V ′ × V ′) holds. Given
a vertex set U ⊂ V the induced subgraph of U is the
graph G′ = (U,E′) with E′ = E ∩ (U × U) and is
denoted by G[U ]. Two vertices u, v are called adjacent
if {u, v} ∈ E. The neighborhood N(v) of a vertex v is
the set of all vertices adjacent to v. N [v] = N(v)∪{v} is
3
called the closed neighborhood and N(v) = V \N [v] the
non-neighborhood of v. Finally, we denote the degree of
a vertex v is δ(v) = |N(v)|.
For a given graph G = (V,E), a vertex set I ⊂ V is
an independent set if all vertices v ∈ I are pairwise not
adjacent. An independent set is called maximal if it is
not a subset of another independent set and maximum
if no other independent set has greater cardinality. The
independence number α(G) = |I|, sometimes also
called stability number, of a graphG is the cardinality of
a maximum independent set I. Likewise, for a weighted
graph G an independent set I has maximum weight,
if there is no independent set I ′ with a weight w(I ′)
greater than w(I). The weighted independence number
αw(G) = w(I) of a weighted graph G is defined as
the weight of a maximum weight independent set I.
For a given weighted graph G, the maximum weight
independent set problem (MWIS) seeks a maximum
weight independent set.
3.1 Original Weighted Struction. We now
present the original weighted struction introduced
by Ebenegger et al. [16], on which we base our
struction variants. In general, we apply a struction
to a center vertex v and denote its neighborhood
by N(v) = {1, 2, ..., p}. All variants we use remove
v from the graph G, producing a new graph G′, and
reduce the weighted independence number of the graph
G by its weight, i.e. αw(G) = αw(G′) + w(v).
For ease of presentation, we first introduce a method
called layering. Layering describes the partitioning of a
given setM that contains vertices vx,y, that are indexed
by two parameters x ∈ X, y ∈ Y . The sets X, Y
either contain vertices or vertex sets. For k ∈ X a
layer Lk contains all vertices having k as first parameter,
i.e. Lk = {vx,y ∈ M : x = k}. Conversely, the
layer of a vertex vx,y is L(vx,y) = k.
In order to apply the original struction by Ebeneg-
ger et al. [16], the center vertex v must have minimum
weight among its closed neighborhood. The struction is
then applied by removing v and creating new vertices
for each pair i, j of non-adjacent vertices in N(v). To
guarantee that we can obtain an MWIS I of G using an
MWIS I ′ of G′ with w(I) = w(I ′) + w(v), we also
insert edges between the new and original vertices. An
example of this type of struction is given in Figure 1(b).
In the following, we provide a formal definition of
the original struction:
Reduction 1. (Original Struction) Let v ∈ V
be a vertex with minimum weight w(v) among its closed
neighborhood. Transform the graph as follows:
• Remove v, lower weight of each neighbor by w(v)
• For each pair of non-adjacent neighbors x < y, cre-
ate a new vertex vx,y with weight w(vx,y) := w(v)
• Insert edges between vq,x, vr,y if either x and y are
adjacent or Lq 6= Lr
• Each vertex vx,y is also connected to vertex
w ∈ V \ {v} adjacent to either x or y
For a MWIS I ′ ofG′ we obtain a MWIS I ofG as fol-
lows: If I ′ ∩ N(v) = ∅ applies, we have I = I ′ ∪ {v},
otherwise we remove the new vertices, i.e. I = I ′ ∩ V .
Furthermore we have αw(G) = αw(G′) + w(v).
4 New Weighted Struction Variants
We now introduce three new struction variants: First,
we deal with the fact that using the original weighted
struction, an MWIS in the transformed graph might
consist of more vertices than in the original graph. We
do so by using different weight assignments for the new
vertices and inserting additional edges. Second, we
present a generalization of the revised weighted struc-
tion that can be applied to vertices of general graphs
without the need to fulfill specific weight constraints.
However, this variant creates new vertices for indepen-
dent sets in the neighborhood of a vertex v whose weight
is greater than w(v). Finally, we alleviate this issue by
creating new vertices only for a specific subset of these
independent sets in the third variant.
4.1 Modified Weighted Struction. One caveat of
the original struction is that the number of vertices that
are part of an MWIS in the transformed graph is gen-
erally larger than in the original graph. The modified
struction tries to alleviate this issue by ensuring that
the number of vertices of an MWIS stays the same in
both graphs. This is done by using a different weight as-
signment and inserting additional edges. In particular,
the newly created vertex for each pair of non-adjacent
neighbors x, y ∈ N(v) with x < y is now assigned
weight w(vx,y) = w(y) (instead of w(v)). Furthermore,
in addition to the edges created in the original struction,
each neighbor k ∈ N(v) is connected to each vertex vx,y
belonging to a different layer than k. Finally, N(v)
is extended to a clique by adding edges between ver-
tices x, y ∈ N(v). For an MWIS I ′ of G′ we now obtain
an MWIS I ofG as follows: If I ′ ∩N(v) = ∅ applies, we
have I = I ′ ∪ {v}, otherwise we obtain I by replacing
each new vertex vx,y ∈ I ′ with the original vertex vy,
i.e. I = (I ′ ∩ V ) ∪ {vy | vx,y ∈ I ′ \ V }. As for the orig-
inal struction, we have αw(G) = αw(G′) + w(v). An
example of the modified struction is given in Figure 1(c).
A proof of correctness can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Application of original struction and modified struction. Vertices representing the same independent
set in the different graphs are highlighted in gray.
4.2 Extended Weighted Struction. The extended
struction removes the weight restriction for the vertex
v in the former variants. Unlike the previous two
structions, this variant considers independent sets of
arbitrary size in the neighborhood N(v). In fact, we
create new vertices for each independent set in G[N(v)]
if its weight is greater than v. Note that this can result
in up to O(2δ(v)) new vertices. An example application
of the extended struction can be found in Figure 2(b).
Reduction 2. (Extended Weighted Struction)
Let v ∈ V be an arbitrary vertex and C the set of
all independent sets c in G[N(v)] with w(c) > w(v).
We derive the transformed graph G′ as follows: First,
remove v together with its neighborhood and create a
new vertex vc with weight w(vc) = w(c) − w(v)
for each independent set c ∈ C. Each vertex vc
is then connected to each non-neighbor w ∈ N(v)
adjacent to at least one vertex in c. Finally, the
vertices vc are connected with each other, forming a
clique. For an MWIS I ′ of G′ we obtain an MWIS I
of G as follows: If I ′ \ V = {vc} replace vc with
the vertices of the corresponding independent set c,
i.e. I = (I ′ ∩ V ) ∪ c, otherwise I = I ′ ∪ {v}.
Furthermore we have αw(G) = αw(G′) + w(v).
A proof of correctness is in Appendix B.
4.3 Extended Reduced Weighted Struction.
The extended reduced struction is a variant of the ex-
tended struction, which can potentially reduce the num-
ber of newly created vertices. For this purpose, only
independent sets with weight “just” greater than w(v)
are considered. In particular, this type of struction con-
siders independent sets that have weight greater than
w(v), where each subset of this independent set has
weight less than w(v). For this purpose, let C be the
set of all independent sets in G[N(v)] and C ′ ⊆ C
be the subset of independent sets for which there is no
independent set in C that has a weight greater than
w(v) and is a proper superset of C ′. We then use the
same construction as for the extended struction, but
only create new vertices for the set C ′. The resulting
set of vertices is denoted by VC . However, since this
construction might not be valid anymore, we also add
additional vertices that are connected to each other by
using layering. To be more specific, for each pair of an
independent set c ∈ C ′ and a vertex y ∈ N(v) we
create a vertex vc,y with weight w(vc,y) = w(y), if c
can be extended by y, i.e. y is not adjacent to any ver-
tex v′ ∈ c. We denote this set of vertices vc,y by VE .
We then insert edges between two vertices vc,y, vc′,y′ if
they either belong to different layers or y and y′ have
been adjacent. Moreover, each vertex vc,y is connected
to each non-neighbor w ∈ N(v), if w has been con-
nected to either y or a vertex x ∈ c. Finally, we
connect each vertex vc to each vertex vc′,y belonging to
a different layer than c. For an MWIS I ′ of G′ we obtain
an MWIS I of G as follows: If I ′ ∩ VC = ∅ applies,
we set I = I ′ ∪ {v}. Otherwise, there is a single
vertex vc ∈ I ′ ∩ VC that we replace with the vertices of
its independent set c. Moreover, we replace each ver-
tex vc,y ∈ I ′ ∩ VE with the vertex vy. Altogether we
have I = (I ′ ∩ V ) ∪ c ∪ {vy | vc,y ∈ I ′ ∩ VE}. Further-
more we have αw(G) = αw(G′) + w(v). An example
application of the extended struction can be found in
Figure 2(c).
5 Practically Efficient Structions
We now propose our two novel preprocessing algorithms
for the MWIS problems based on the struction variants
presented in the previous section. Furthermore, we
present how we integrate the different structions into the
framework of Lamm et al. [25], both as a preprocessing
step and as a reduce step in branch-and-reduce, to
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Figure 2: Application of extended struction and extended reduced struction. Vertices representing the same
independent set in the different graphs are highlighted in gray. We assume some weight constraints in the original
graph for the construction in b) and c): w(1) > w(0), w(2) > w(0) and w(3) + w(4) + w(5) ≤ w(0).
Algorithm 1 Branch-and-Reduce Algorithm for MWIS
input graph G = (V,E), current solution weight c
(initially zero), best solution weightW (initially zero)
procedure Solve(G, c, W)
(G, c)← Reduce(G, c)
if W = 0 then W ← c+ ILS(G)
if c + UpperBound(G) ≤ W then return W
if G is empty then return max{W, c}
if G is not connected then
for all Gi ∈ Components(G) do
c← c+ Solve(Gi, 0, 0)
return max(W, c)
(G1, c1), (G2, c2)← Branch(G, c)
{Run 1st case, update currently best solution}
W ← Solve(G1, c1,W)
{Use updated W to shrink the search space}
W ← Solve(G2, c2,W)
return W
more quickly compute optimal solutions. This takes
an initial step towards a more general branch-and-
transform framework.
Since the different forms of the weighted struction
do not necessarily reduce the number of vertices, we
divide them (and existing reduction rules) into three
different classes that are used throughout this paper:
For decreasing transformations (reductions) the trans-
formed graph G′ has less vertices than the original
graph G. Note that all reduction rules used in the
original framework of Lamm et al. [25] belong in this
class. Furthermore, we derive special cases of the struc-
tions, which also belong to this type. Transformations
where the number of vertices in the original graph stays
the same – but reduce the size and weight of MWIS
– in the transformed graph are called plateau trans-
formations. While plateau transformations cannot re-
duce the size of the graph, they can potentially pro-
duce new subgraphs which can then be reduced by other
(decreasing) transformations. Finally, increasing trans-
formations are transformations whose resulting graph
has more vertices than the original graph. Similar to
plateau transformations, the idea is to reduce the re-
sulting graph by further reduction rules and transforma-
tions. However, since increasing structions can lead to a
larger transformed graph, it is difficult to integrate them
into algorithms that only apply non-increasing transfor-
mations.
5.1 Non-Increasing Reduction Algorithm. In
this section we show how to obtain decreasing and
plateau transformations from the four different forms
of structions presented in Section 3.1. Based on these,
an incremental preprocessing algorithm is proposed.
In general, when applying any form of struction,
the number of vertices of the transformed graph G′
depends on the number of removed and newly created
vertices. However, it is difficult to estimate the number
of resulting vertices in advance, since it varies depending
on the number of possible independent sets present in
the neighborhood of the center vertex. Thus, when
applying a struction variant, we generally keep track
of the number of vertices that will be created. If
this number exceeds a given maximum value nmax, we
discard the corresponding struction to ensure that not
too many vertices are created.
We begin by taking a closer look at the struc-
turally similar original weighted struction and modified
weighted struction. These variants reduce the number of
vertices by at most one, since they only remove the cen-
ter vertex v. Therefore, decreasing or plateau structions
can be obtained by setting nmax = 0 or nmax = 1.
However, note that this type of decreasing struction is
already covered by the isolated weight transfer proposed
by Lamm et al. [25].
Looking at the two remaining struction variants, we
see that they not only remove the center vertex v but
also its neighborhood N(v). Thus, the size of the graph
can be reduced by up to δ(v)+1. Decreasing or plateau
structions can be obtained by using the corresponding
struction variant with nmax = δ(v) or nmax = δ(v)+1.
The resulting rules can then easily be inte-
grated into the kernelization algorithm used by
Lamm et al. [25]. However, since all struction vari-
ants are very general reduction rules, they tend to
be expensive in terms of running time. We there-
fore apply them after the faster localized reduction
rules, but before the even more expensive critical set
reduction. To be specific, we use the following re-
duction rule order: R = [Neighborhood Re-
moval, Degree Two Fold, Clique Reduction,
Domination, Twin, Clique Neighborhood Re-
moval, Generalized Fold, Decreasing Struc-
tion, Plateau Struction, Critical Weighted In-
dependent Set].
5.2 Cyclic Blow-Up Algorithm. Next, we extend
the previous algorithm to also make use of increasing
structions. The main idea is to alternate between
computing an irreducible graph using the previous
(non-increasing) algorithm and then applying increasing
structions while ensuring that the graph size does not
increase too much. The reasoning for this is that even
though the graph size might increase, this can generate
new and potentially reducible subgraphs, thus leading
to an overall decrease in the graph size.
In the following, we say that a graph K is better
than a graph K ′ if it has fewer vertices. However,
our algorithm can easily be adapted to match other
quality criteria. Pseudocode for our algorithm is given
in Algorithm 2.
Our algorithms maintains two graphs K and K?.
K? is the best graph found so far, i.e. the graph with the
least number of vertices. K is the current graph, which
we try to reduce to get a better graph K?. Both graphs,
K and K? are initialized with the graph obtained
by applying the non-increasing reduction algorithm of
the previous section. The algorithm then alternates
between two phases, a blow-up phase (Section 5.2.1)
and a reduction phase. During the blow-up phase a
set of increasing structions is applied to K, resulting
in a new graph K ′. K ′ is then reduced using the non-
increasing algorithm, resulting in a graph K ′′. Next,
Algorithm 2 Cyclic Blow-Up Algorithm
input graph G = (V,E), unsuccessful iteration
threshold X ∈ [1,∞)
procedure CyclicBlowUp(G, X)
K ← Reduce(G)
K? ← K
count ← 0
while |V (K)| < α · |V (K?)| and count < X do
K ′ ← BlowUp(K)
if K ′ = K then
return K?
K ′′ ← Reduce(K ′)
K ← Accept(K ′′,K)
if K < K? then
K? ← K
return K?
we have to decide whether or not to use K ′′ or K for
the next iteration. Note, that it can be advantageous to
accept a graph K ′′ even if it has more vertices than K
to avoid local minima. Nonetheless, we decided to only
keep K ′′ if it is less vertices than K as this strategy
provided better results during preliminary experiments.
Finally, since we might not completely reduce the graph,
we use a termination criterion, which will be discussed
in Section 5.3.
5.2.1 Blow-Up Phase. The starting point of the
blow-up phase is an irreducible graph, where no more
reductions (including decreasing structions) can be ap-
plied. Next, we select a vertex v from a candidate set C.
This candidate set consists of all vertices in the current
graph which have not been explicitly excluded for selec-
tion during the algorithm. Vertex selection is a crucial
part of our algorithm. Depending on the selected ver-
tex the struction might create a large number of new
vertices and the size of the transformed graph can in-
crease drastically. Thus, we discuss possible selection
strategies in the next section.
Next, we apply a struction to the selected vertex
v. As for our previous algorithm, we keep track of the
number of newly created and deleted vertices during
this step. In particular, if the struction would result in
more than nmax vertices, it is aborted. In this case, the
vertex v is excluded from the candidate set. The vertex
v will become viable again as soon as the corresponding
struction would create another transformed graph, i.e.
its neighborhood N(v) changed.
After having applied a struction, we then proceed
with the subsequent reduction phase. It might also be
possible to apply more than one struction during a blow-
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up phase. However, one has to be careful to not let the
size of the graph grow too large.
Vertex Selection Strategies. The goal of the
vertex selection procedure is to find an increasing struc-
tion that results in a new graph, which can then be re-
duced to an overall smaller graph. In general, it is very
difficult to estimate in advance to what extent the trans-
formed graph can be reduced without actually perform-
ing the reduction phase. Most of the following strate-
gies therefore aim at increasing the size of the graph by
only a few vertices. The number of newly created ver-
tices is determined by the number of independent sets
in the neighborhood of v having a total greater weight
than v. In general, determining this number is NP-
complete [38] and thus often infeasible to compute in
practice. In contrast, a much simpler selection strat-
egy would be to choose vertices uniformly at random.
However, this can lead to structions that significantly
increase the graph size.
Thus, in order to limit the size increase of a
struction, we decided to use an approximation of the
exact number of independent sets in the neighborhood
of v. In particular, we only consider independent sets
up to a size of two. This results in a lower bound L
for the number of independent sets [37] which can be
computed in O(∆2) time. Since the lower bound L can
be far smaller than the actual number of newly created
vertices, we use an additional tightness-check : This
check is passed if less than L′ = d β · L e new vertices
with β ∈ (1,∞) are created by the corresponding
struction. Our strategy then works as follows: We select
a vertex v with a minimal increase and perform the
tightness-check. If it fails, we know that at least L′
new vertices are created by the corresponding struction.
Therefore L′ forms a tighter bound for the number of
new vertices, and we reinsert v to C using the bound
L′. We then repeat this process until we find a vertex
that passes the tightness-check.
5.3 Termination criteria. In general, the size of
K can decrease very slowly or even exhibit oscillatory
behavior. This can cause the algorithm to take a long
time to improve K? or even not improve it at all.
For this purpose, one needs an appropriate termination
criterion. First, we want to avoid that the size of the
current graph K distances too much from that of the
best graph K?. Therefore we abort the algorithm as
soon as the size of the current graph exceeds the size
of the best graph by a factor α ∈ [1,∞), that is
if |V (K)| ≥ α · V (K?). Additionally, we also count
the number of unsuccessful iterations, i.e. iterations in
which the new graph has been rejected. Our second
criterion aborts the algorithm if this value exceeds some
constant X ∈ [1,∞).
6 Experimental Evaluation
We now evaluate the impact and performance our pre-
processing methods: First, we compare the performance
of our algorithms with the two configurations used in
the branch-and-reduce framework of Lamm et al. [25].
For this purpose, we examine the sizes of the reduced
graphs, the number of instances solved, as well as the
time required to do so. Second, we perform a broader
comparison with other state-of-the-art algorithms, in-
cluding heuristic approaches.
6.1 Methodology and Setup. We ran all the ex-
periments on a machine with four Octa-Core Intel Xeon
E5-4640 processors running at 2.4 GHz, 512 GB of main
memory, 420 MB L3-Cache and 48256 KB L2-Cache.
The machine runs Ubuntu 18.04.4 and Linux kernel
version 4.15.0-96. All algorithms were implemented in
C++11 and compiled with g++ version 7.5.0 with op-
timization flag -O3. All algorithms were executed se-
quentially with a time limit of 1 000 seconds. The ex-
periments for heuristic methods were performed with
five different random seeds. Furthermore, we present
cactus plots types of plots, which show the number of
instances solved over time.
6.1.1 Algorithm Configuration. For our evalua-
tion, we use both the non-increasing algorithm, as well
as the cyclic blow-up algorithm. In particular, we use
two different configurations of the cyclic blow-up algo-
rithm: The first configuration, called Cstrong, aims to
achieve small reduced graphs. For this purpose, we set
the number of unsuccessful blow-up phases to X = 64,
the number of vertices that a struction is allowed to
create to nmax = 2 048 and the maximum struction de-
gree (the degree up to which we can apply structions)
dmax = 512. In our preliminary experiments, this con-
figuration was always able to compute the smallest re-
duced graphs. The second configuration, called Cfast,
aims to achieve a good trade-off between the reduced
graph size and the time required to compute an opti-
mal solution. Thus we set X = 25, nmax = 512 and
dmax = 64. Finally, all our algorithms use β = 2 for the
tightness-check during vertex selection, as well as the
the extended weighted struction, as this struction vari-
ant achieved the best performance during preliminary
experiments.
To measure the impact of our preprocessing meth-
ods on existing solvers, we add each configuration to
the branch-and-reduce framework by Lamm et al. [25].
This results in three solvers, which we call Cyclic-
Fast, Cyclic-Strong andNonIncreasing in the fol-
lowing. Note that each solver uses the corresponding
configuration only for its initial preprocessing, whereas
subsequent graph reductions only use decreasing trans-
formations. Finally, we have replaced the ILS local
search used in the original framework to compute lower
bounds with the hybrid iterated local search (HILS)
of Nogueira et al. [34]. This resulted in slightly better
runtimes during preliminary experiments, but had no
impact on the number of instances that were solved.
6.1.2 Instances. We test all algorithms on a large
corpus of sparse graphs, which mainly consists of in-
stances found in previous works on the maximum
(weight) independent set problem [4, 12, 25]. In partic-
ular, this corpus consists of real-world conflict graphs
that were derived from OpenStreetMap (OSM) [1, 8,
12], as well as a collection of large social networks
from the Stanford Large Network Dataset Repository
(SNAP) [26]. One caveat of this corpus is that most
its instances are unweighted. Following the example of
previous work [12, 25, 29], we alleviate this issue by as-
signing each vertex a random weight that is uniformly
distributed in the interval [1, 200]. Furthermore, we ex-
tend this set of benchmark instances by also consider-
ing instances stemming from dual graphs of well-known
triangle meshes (mesh) [41], 3d meshes derived from
simulations using the finite element method (FE), as
well as instances for the maximum weight clique prob-
lem [44]. However, the complements of the maximum
weight clique instances are only somewhat sparse—and
most are irreducible by our techniques. This behav-
ior has already been observed by Akiba and Iwata [2]
on similar instances. Therefore, we will omit these in-
stances from our experiments. An overview of all in-
stances considered is given in Appendix A.
6.2 Comparison with Branch-and-Reduce. We
begin by comparing our three solvers presented in Sec-
tion 6.1.1 with the two configurations, called Basic-
Sparse and Basic-Dense of the branch-and-reduce
framework outlined by Lamm et al. [25]. Our compar-
ison is divided into two parts: First, we consider the
sizes of the irreducible graphs after the initial reduc-
tion phase. Second, we compare the number of solved
instances and the time required to solve them. A com-
plete overview of the reduced graph sizes and running
times for each algorithm is given in Appendix C.
Table 1 shows the sizes of the irreducible graphs
after the initial reduction phase. Note that we omit
Basic-Dense as it always calculates equally sized or
larger graphs than Basic-Sparse.
First, we note that with the exception of fe_ocean,
Cyclic-Strong always produces the smallest reduced
graphs. For this particular instance, the usage of the
struction limits the efficiency of the critical set reduc-
tion, resulting in a larger reduced graphs. Furthermore,
the greatest improvement can be found on the mesh in-
stances, which are all completely reduced using Cyclic-
Strong. In comparison, Basic-Sparse is not able to
obtain an empty graph on a single of these instances
and ends up with reduced graphs consisting of up to
thousands of vertices. Overall, Cyclic-Strong is able
to achieve an empty reduced graph on 60 of the 87 in-
stances tested – an additional 48 instances compared
to the 22 empty reduced graphs computed by Basic-
Sparse.
If we compare the reduced graphs of Cyclic-
Strong and Cyclic-Fast we see that they always
have the same size on the mesh instances. However, the
size of the reduced instances computed by Cyclic-Fast
on the other instance families is up to a few thousand
vertices larger. On the OSM instances for example,
Cyclic-Fast calculates a reduced graph that has the
same size as the one computed by Cyclic-Strong on
only 16 out of 34 instances with the largest difference
being 2 216 vertices.
Next, we examine the number of solved instances
and the time required to solve them. For this purpose,
Figure 3 shows cactus plots for the number of solved
instances over time. First, we can see that Cyclic-
Strong was able to solve the most instances overall
(68 out of 87 instances). To be more specific, Cyclic-
Strong was able to solve an additional 11 instances
compared to Basic-Sparse and Basic-Dense. Of
these newly solved instances six are from the OSM
family, three from the SNAP family and one additional
instance from the FE family.
Comparing the time that our algorithms require
to solve the instances with Basic-Sparse and Basic-
Dense, we can see improvements on almost all in-
stances. Our Cyclic-Fast algorithm is able to find so-
lutions up to an order of magnitude faster than Basic-
Sparse and Basic-Dense on five mesh instances, 13
OSM instances and three SNAP instances. On the
two OSM instances pennsylvania-AM3 and utah-AM3
as well as the SNAP instance roadNet-CA, we are up
to two orders of magnitude faster. We attribute this
increase in performance to the much smaller reduced
graph size, as often a smaller graph size tends to result
in finding a solution faster. Furthermore, the general-
ized fold reduction that is used in Basic-Sparse and
Basic-Dense tends to increase the running time. Thus,
we omitted this reduction rule from our algorithm.
6.3 Comparison with Heuristic Approaches. In
the following we provide a comparison of our algorithms
with heuristic state-of-the-art approaches. For this
purpose, we also include the two local searches Dyn-
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Graph n tr n tr n tr n tr n tr
OSM instances Basic-Dense Basic-Sparse NonIncreasing Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
alabama-AM2 173 0.06 173 0.07 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.01
district-of-columbia-AM2 6 360 11.86 6 360 14.39 5 606 0.85 1 855 2.51 1 484 84.91
florida-AM3 1 069 31.52 1 069 35.20 814 0.13 661 0.44 267 42.26
georgia-AM3 861 8.99 861 10.14 796 0.08 587 0.69 425 12.84
greenland-AM3 3 942 3.81 3 942 24.77 3 953 3.94 3 339 10.27 3 339 54.44
new-hampshire-AM3 247 4.99 247 5.69 164 0.02 0 0.07 0 0.09
rhode-island-AM2 1 103 0.55 1 103 0.68 845 0.17 0 0.53 0 4.57
utah-AM3 568 8.21 568 8.97 396 0.03 0 0.09 0 0.40
Empty graphs 0% (0/34) 0% (0/34) 11.8% (4/34) 41.2% (14/34) 50% (17/34)
SNAP instances Basic-Dense Basic-Sparse NonIncreasing Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
as-skitter 26 584 25.82 8 585 36.69 3 426 4.75 2 782 5.50 2 343 6.80
ca-AstroPh 0 0.02 0 0.02 0 0.02 0 0.03 0 0.03
email-EuAll 0 0.08 0 0.09 0 0.06 0 0.09 0 0.07
p2p-Gnutella06 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.01 0 0.01
roadNet-PA 133 814 2.43 35 442 7.73 300 1.05 0 1.19 0 1.14
soc-LiveJournal1 60 041 236.88 29 508 213.74 4 319 22.27 3 530 24.13 1 314 37.77
web-Google 2 810 1.57 1 254 2.42 361 1.75 46 1.88 46 7.97
wiki-Vote 477 0.03 0 0.02 0 0.02 0 0.02 0 0.02
Empty graphs 58.1% (18/31) 67.7% (21/31) 67.7% (21/34) 80.6% (25/31) 80.6% (25/31)
mesh instances Basic-Dense Basic-Sparse NonIncreasing Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
buddha 380 315 5.56 107 265 26.19 86 1.83 0 1.87 0 1.91
dragon 51 885 0.89 12 893 1.34 0 0.18 0 0.19 0 0.21
ecat 239 787 4.07 26 270 10.09 274 2.12 0 2.12 0 2.14
Empty graphs 0% (0/15) 0% (0/15) 66.7% (10/15) 100% (15/15) 100% (15/15)
FE instances Basic-Dense Basic-Sparse NonIncreasing Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
fe_ocean 141 283 1.05 0 5.94 138 338 8.90 138 134 9.61 138 049 10.78
fe_sphere 15 269 0.21 15 269 1.47 2 961 0.34 147 0.62 0 0.75
Empty graphs 0% (0/7) 14.3% (1/7) 0% (0/7) 28.6% (2/7) 42.9% (3/7)
Table 1: Smallest irreducible graph found by each algorithm and time (in seconds) required to compute it. Rows
are highlighted in gray if one of our algorithms is able to obtain an empty graph.
Graph tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax
OSM instances DynWVC2 HILS Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
alabama-AM2 0.24 174 269 0.03 174 309 0.01 174 309 0.01 174 309
district-of-columbia-AM2 915.18 208 977 400.69 209 132 4.21 209 132 84.21 209 131
florida-AM3 862.04 237 120 3.98 237 333 1.57 237 333 40.97 237 333
georgia-AM3 1.31 222 652 0.04 222 652 0.98 222 652 12.97 222 652
greenland-AM3 640.46 14 010 1.18 14 011 10.95 14 011 58.24 14 008
new-hampshire-AM3 1.63 116 060 0.03 116 060 0.05 116 060 0.08 116 060
rhode-island-AM2 13.90 184 576 0.24 184 596 0.41 184 596 4.37 184 596
utah-AM3 136.90 98 847 0.07 98 847 0.09 98 847 0.27 98 847
Solved instances 61.8% (21/34) 64.7% (22/34)
Optimal weight 68.2% (15/22) 100.0% (22/22)
SNAP instances DynWVC2 HILS Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
as-skitter 383.97 123 273 938 999.32 122 658 804 346.69 124 137 148 354.71 124 137 365
ca-AstroPh 125.05 797 480 13.47 797 510 0.02 797 510 0.02 797 510
email-EuAll 132.62 25 286 322 338.14 25 286 322 0.07 25 286 322 0.07 25 286 322
p2p-Gnutella06 186.97 548 611 1.29 548 612 0.01 548 612 0.01 548 612
roadNet-PA 469.18 60 990 177 999.94 60 037 011 0.96 61 731 589 1.04 61 731 589
soc-LiveJournal1 999.99 279 231 875 1 000.00 255 079 926 51.33 284 036 222 44.19 284 036 239
web-Google 324.65 56 206 250 995.92 56 008 278 1.72 56 326 504 6.44 56 326 504
wiki-Vote 0.32 500 079 10.34 500 079 0.02 500 079 0.02 500 079
Solved instances 90.3% (28/31) 90.3% (28/31)
Optimal weight 28.6% (8/28) 57.1% (16/28)
mesh instances DynWVC2 HILS Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
buddha 797.35 56 757 052 999.94 55 490 134 1.75 57 555 880 1.77 57 555 880
dragon 981.51 7 944 042 996.01 7 940 422 0.21 7 956 530 0.22 7 956 530
ecat 542.87 36 129 804 999.91 35 512 644 2.19 36 650 298 2.29 36 650 298
Solved instances 100.0% (15/15) 100.0% (15/15)
Optimal weight 0.0% (0/15) 0.0% (0/15)
FE instances DynWVC1 HILS Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
fe_ocean 983.53 7 222 521 999.57 7 069 279 18.85 6 591 832 19.04 6 591 537
fe_sphere 875.87 616 978 843.67 616 528 0.63 617 816 0.67 617 816
Solved instances 42.9% (3/7) 42.9% (3/7)
Optimal weight 0.0% (0/3) 0.0% (0/3)
Table 2: Best solution found by each algorithm and time (in seconds) required to compute it. The global best
solution is highlighted in bold. Rows are highlighted in gray if one of our exact solvers is able to solve the
corresponding instances.
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Figure 3: Cactus plots for the different instance families and evaluated solvers.
WVC and HILS in addition to the two branch-and-
reduce algorithms Basic-Sparse and Basic-Dense.
For DynWVC we use both configurations DynWVC1
and DynWVC2 described by Cai et al. [12]. For all al-
gorithms we compare both the best achievable weighted
independent set, as well as their convergence behavior
regarding solution quality. An overview of the max-
imum weight and the minimum time required to ob-
tain it is given in Table 2. Furthermore, for each ex-
act algorithm the number of solved instances is shown,
whereas for heuristic methods the number of instances
on which they are also able to find an optimal solution is
given. However, note that the heuristic methods tested
are not able to verify the optimality of the solution
they computed. For the individual instance families,
we list either DynWVC1 or DynWVC2 depending on
which of the two configurations provides better perfor-
mance. Finally, we omit Basic-Sparse, Basic-Dense
and NonIncreasing, as these are outperformed by ei-
ther Cyclic-Fast and Cyclic-Strong as presented
in the previous section. A complete overview of the
solution sizes and running times for each algorithm is
given in Appendix D.
Considering the OSM family, we see that our algo-
rithms are able to compute an optimal solution on 22 of
the 34 instances tested. However, HILS was also able
to calculate a solution of optimal size on all these in-
stances. Considering the OSM family, we can see that
HILS calculates optimal solutions on all 22 of the 34
instances that can be solved by our algorithm Cyclic-
Strong. In contrast, DynWVC is only able to do so
on 15 of the 22 instances. Furthermore, on ten of the re-
maining 12 instances which our algorithms are not able
to solve, HILS is able to calculate the best solution.
Finally, when comparing the time required to compute
the best solution, we find that HILS generally performs
better than the other algorithms.
Looking at the SNAP instances, we have al-
ready seen that Cyclic-Fast and Cyclic-Strong can
solve 28 of the 31 instances optimally. In contrast,
HILS can only calculate optimal solutions on 16 of
these 28 instances. Furthermore, DynWVC is able
to obtain optimal solutions on eight of the solved in-
stances. For the three unsolved instances, Cyclic-
Strong computes the best solution on as-skitter
and soc-LiveJournal1, while DynWVC1 obtains it
on soc-pokec-relationships. In terms of running
time, we can see that both DynWVC and HILS are
often orders of magnitude slower than our algorithms in
achieving their optimal solution.
On the mesh instances, we can observe a similar
pattern as for the SNAP instances. Our algorithms
Cyclic-Fast and Cyclic-Strong are able to solve
all instances optimally and always need less than three
seconds to obtain them. On the other hand, none of the
evaluated local searches is able to compute an optimal
solution on a single instance and are slower than our
algorithms by orders of magnitude.
Finally, on the FE family, neither DynWVC nor
HILS are able to obtain a solution of equal weight on
any of the three instances solved by our algorithms.
However, considering the unsolved instances, our algo-
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rithms are only able to compute the best solution on
fe_body. On all remaining instances, one of the two
DynWVC configurations calculates the best solution.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we engineered two new algorithms for find-
ing maximum weight independent sets. Our algorithms
use novel transformations that make heavy use of the
struction method. In general, the struction method can
be classified as a transformation that reduces the inde-
pendence number of a graph. One caveat of the struc-
tion method is that it does not guarantee the size of the
graph reduces in tandem with its independence number,
from which we derive so-called increasing transforma-
tions. We introduced three different types of structions
that aim to reduce the number of newly constructed
vertices. We then derived special cases of these struc-
tion variants that can be efficiently applied in practice.
Our experimental evaluation indicates that our tech-
niques outperform existing algorithms on a wide va-
riety of instances. In particular, with the exception
of a single instance, our transformations produce the
smallest-known reduced graphs and, when performed
before branch-and-reduce, solve more instances than ex-
isting exact algorithms—at times even solving instances
faster than heuristic approaches. Of particular inter-
est for future work is engineering increasing transfor-
mations that are efficient enough to be used throughout
recursion—a more general branch-and-transform tech-
nique. Further work includes evaluating the conic re-
duction [31] or clique reduction [30], which are similar
to struction.
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A Graph Properties
Graph |V | |E|
fe_4elt2 11 143 65 636
fe_body 45 087 327 468
fe_ocean 143 437 819 186
fe_pwt 36 519 289 588
fe_rotor 99 617 1 324 862
fe_sphere 16 386 98 304
fe_tooth 78 136 905 182
Table 3: Properties of FE instances
Graph |V | |E|
beethoven 4 419 12 982
blob 16 068 48 204
buddha 1 087 716 3 263 148
bunny 68 790 206 034
cow 5 036 14 732
dragon 150 000 450 000
dragonsub 600 000 1 800 000
ecat 684 496 2 053 488
face 22 871 68 108
fandisk 8 634 25 636
feline 41 262 123 786
gameguy 42 623 127 700
gargoyle 20 000 60 000
turtle 267 534 802 356
venus 5 672 17 016
Table 4: Properties of mesh instances
Graph |V | |E|
as-skitter 1 696 415 22 190 596
ca-AstroPh 18 772 396 100
ca-CondMat 23 133 186 878
ca-GrQc 5 242 28 968
ca-HepPh 12 008 236 978
ca-HepTh 9 877 51 946
email-Enron 36 692 367 662
email-EuAll 265 214 728 962
p2p-Gnutella04 10 876 79 988
p2p-Gnutella05 8 846 63 678
p2p-Gnutella06 8 717 63 050
p2p-Gnutella08 6 301 41 554
p2p-Gnutella09 8 114 52 026
p2p-Gnutella24 26 518 130 738
p2p-Gnutella25 22 687 109 410
p2p-Gnutella30 36 682 176 656
p2p-Gnutella31 62 586 295 784
roadNet-CA 1 965 206 5 533 214
roadNet-PA 1 088 092 3 083 796
roadNet-TX 1 379 917 3 843 320
soc-Epinions1 75 879 811 480
soc-LiveJournal1 4 847 571 85 702 474
soc-Slashdot0811 77 360 938 360
soc-Slashdot0902 82 168 1 008 460
soc-pokec-relationships 1 632 803 44 603 928
web-BerkStan 685 230 13 298 940
web-Google 875 713 8 644 102
web-NotreDame 325 729 2 180 216
web-Stanford 281 903 3 985 272
wiki-Talk 2 394 385 9 319 130
wiki-Vote 7 115 201 524
Table 5: Properties of SNAP instances
Graph |V | |E|
alabama-AM2 1 164 38 772
alabama-AM3 3 504 619 328
district-of-columbia-AM1 2 500 49 302
district-of-columbia-AM2 13 597 3 219 590
district-of-columbia-AM3 46 221 55 458 274
florida-AM2 1 254 33 872
florida-AM3 2 985 308 086
georgia-AM3 1 680 148 252
greenland-AM3 4 986 7 304 722
hawaii-AM2 2 875 530 316
hawaii-AM3 28 006 98 889 842
idaho-AM3 4 064 7 848 160
kansas-AM3 2 732 1 613 824
kentucky-AM2 2 453 1 286 856
kentucky-AM3 19 095 119 067 260
louisiana-AM3 1 162 74 154
maryland-AM3 1 018 190 830
massachusetts-AM2 1 339 70 898
massachusetts-AM3 3 703 1 102 982
mexico-AM3 1 096 94 262
new-hampshire-AM3 1 107 36 042
north-carolina-AM3 1 557 473 478
oregon-AM2 1 325 115 034
oregon-AM3 5 588 5 825 402
pennsylvania-AM3 1 148 52 928
rhode-island-AM2 2 866 590 976
rhode-island-AM3 15 124 25 244 438
utah-AM3 1 339 85 744
vermont-AM3 3 436 2 272 328
virginia-AM2 2 279 120 080
virginia-AM3 6 185 1 331 806
washington-AM2 3 025 304 898
washington-AM3 10 022 4 692 426
west-virginia-AM3 1 185 251 240
Table 6: Properties of OSM instances
B Proofs
Lemma B.1. After using the modified weighted struc-
tion, the equality αw(G) = αw(G′) + w(v) holds.
Proof. Any maximal independent set in G must contain
either v or some nodes from N(v). Let I be a maximum
weight independent set in G, and αw(G) its weight.
If v ∈ I, then there is an independent set I ′ in G′
with weight αw(G) − w(v), namely I ′ = I \ v. If
v /∈ I, that is there are some nodes from N(v) in I,
then there is an independent set I ′ in G′ with weight
αw(G) − w(v). Let denote the nodes from I that are
in N(v) by {x, y1, y2, . . . , yp}, x < y1 < y2 < · · · < yp.
The independent set I ′ with weight αw(G) − w(v) can
be constructed, namely I ′ = I \ {x, y1, y2, . . . , yp} ∪
{x′, v′x,y1 , v′x,y2 , . . . , v′x,yp}.
Let I ′ be a maximum weight independent set
in G′ and αw(G′) its weight. If any new nodes
x′, v′x,y1 , v
′
x,y2 , . . . , v
′
x,yp ∈ I ′, then there is an indepen-
dent set I in G with weight αw(G′) + w(v), namely
I = I ′ \ {x′, v′x,y1 , v′x,y2 , . . . , v′x,yp} ∪ {x, y1, y2, . . . , yp}.
If there is no new node in I ′, then there is an inde-
pendent set I in G with weight αw(G′) + w(v), namely
I = I ′ ∪ {v}. 
Lemma B.2. After using the extended weighted struc-
tion, the equality αw(G) = αw(G′) + w(v) holds.
Proof. Any maximal independent set in G must contain
either v or some nodes from N(v). Let I be a maximum
weight independent set in G, and αw(G) its weight.
If v ∈ I, then there is an independent set I ′ in G′
with weight αw(G) − w(v), namely I ′ = I \ v. If
v /∈ I, that is there are some nodes from N(v) in I,
then there is an independent set I ′ in G′ with weight
αw(G) − w(v). Let denote the nodes from I that are
in N(v) by {u1, u2, . . . , ut}. The independent set I ′
with weight αw(G)−w(v) can be constructed from I by
deleting nodes {u1, u2, . . . , ut} and adding the one new
node that corresponds to the independent set containing
these nodes.
Let I ′ be a maximum weight independent set in G′
and αw(G′) its weight. If any new node y ∈ I ′ (let nodes
{u1, u2, . . . , ut} from G be the nodes that correspond to
the independent set that is represented by y), then there
is an independent set I in G with weight αw(G′)+w(v),
namely I = I ′ \ y ∪ {u1, u2, . . . , ut}. If there is no new
node in I ′, then there is an independent set I in G with
weight αw(G′) + w(v), namely I = I ′ ∪ {v}. 
Lemma B.3. After using the extended reduced weighted
struction, the equality αw(G) = αw(G′) + w(v) holds.
Proof. Concludes from the proof for extended weighted
struction and the modified weighted struction. 
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C Branch-and-Reduce Comparison
Graph n tr tt n tr tt n tr tt n tr tt n tr tt
FE instances Basic-Dense Basic-Sparse NonIncreasing Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
fe_4elt2 8 580 0.29 - 8 578 0.87 - 562 0.10 - 0 0.12 0.13 0 0.16 0.17
fe_body 16 107 0.69 - 15 992 3.40 - 1 162 0.16 - 625 0.44 - 553 0.94 -
fe_ocean 141 283 1.05 - 0 5.94 5.99 138 338 8.90 - 138 134 9.61 - 138 049 10.78 -
fe_pwt 34 521 0.46 - 34 521 2.70 - 25 550 0.78 - 20 241 1.80 - 14 107 5.65 -
fe_rotor 98 271 9.80 - 98 271 24.47 - 91 946 4.80 - 91 634 4.82 - 89 647 11.11 -
fe_sphere 15 269 0.21 - 15 269 1.47 - 2 961 0.34 - 147 0.62 0.83 0 0.75 0.77
fe_tooth 10 922 1.69 - 10 801 3.79 - 15 0.41 0.46 0 0.30 0.34 0 0.28 0.32
OSM instances Basic-Dense Basic-Sparse NonIncreasing Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
alabama-AM2 173 0.06 0.31 173 0.07 0.55 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01
alabama-AM3 1 614 12.05 - 1 614 14.37 - 1 288 0.34 - 456 1.45 3.94 0 33.11 33.16
district-of-columbia-AM1 800 1.22 - 800 1.28 - 367 0.03 39.81 185 0.41 0.80 0 3.65 3.66
district-of-columbia-AM2 6 360 11.86 - 6 360 14.39 - 5 606 0.85 - 1 855 2.51 - 1 484 84.91 -
district-of-columbia-AM3 33 367 63.23 - 33 367 358.14 - 32 320 33.68 - 28 842 66.67 - 25 031 441.44 -
florida-AM2 41 0.01 0.01 41 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00
florida-AM3 1 069 31.52 45.81 1 069 35.20 - 814 0.13 3.85 661 0.44 2.93 267 42.26 45.05
georgia-AM3 861 8.99 892.17 861 10.14 - 796 0.08 25.97 587 0.69 10.35 425 12.84 32.53
greenland-AM3 3 942 3.81 - 3 942 24.77 - 3 953 3.94 - 3 339 10.27 - 3 339 54.44 -
hawaii-AM2 428 2.08 4.27 428 2.15 10.22 262 0.07 0.18 0 0.09 0.09 0 0.10 0.10
hawaii-AM3 24 436 70.38 - 24 436 743.04 - 24 184 98.22 - 22 997 118.52 - 21 087 632.02 -
idaho-AM3 3 208 3.17 - 3 208 29.91 - 3 204 6.96 - 3 160 8.74 - 2 909 33.77 -
kansas-AM3 1 605 2.46 - 1 605 4.81 - 1 550 0.49 - 903 2.46 430.93 860 41.61 489.15
kentucky-AM2 442 2.05 11.85 442 2.19 67.28 183 0.20 0.39 0 0.22 0.23 0 0.41 0.42
kentucky-AM3 16 871 109.47 - 16 871 3 344.67 - 16 807 237.86 - 15 947 298.49 - 15 684 705.46 -
louisiana-AM3 382 4.56 6.55 382 5.04 25.22 349 0.03 0.82 0 0.07 0.07 0 0.16 0.16
maryland-AM3 187 7.59 8.49 187 8.65 10.73 335 0.03 0.19 0 0.11 0.11 0 0.15 0.15
massachusetts-AM2 196 0.04 0.36 196 0.04 0.58 193 0.02 0.07 0 0.06 0.06 0 0.07 0.07
massachusetts-AM3 2 008 9.42 - 2 008 12.62 - 1 928 0.36 - 1 636 1.08 - 1 632 31.83 -
mexico-AM3 620 25.29 80.23 620 27.52 991.99 514 0.03 1.47 483 0.28 1.50 0 21.03 21.30
new-hampshire-AM3 247 4.99 6.19 247 5.69 15.89 164 0.02 0.17 0 0.07 0.07 0 0.09 0.09
north-carolina-AM3 1 178 0.69 - 1 178 1.22 - 1 146 0.25 - 1 144 0.43 - 700 47.38 379.088
oregon-AM2 35 0.04 0.05 35 0.05 0.05 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.02 0.02 0 0.01 0.01
oregon-AM3 3 670 9.95 - 3 670 34.95 - 3 584 3.92 - 3 417 6.21 - 2 721 38.72 -
pennsylvania-AM3 315 16.69 20.71 315 19.39 113.87 317 0.03 0.39 0 0.07 0.07 0 0.12 0.12
rhode-island-AM2 1 103 0.55 - 1 103 0.68 - 845 0.17 163.07 0 0.53 0.53 0 4.57 4.58
rhode-island-AM3 13 031 7.75 - 13 031 193.76 - 12 934 26.54 - 12 653 29.75 - 12 653 59.69 -
utah-AM3 568 8.21 51.91 568 8.97 276.27 396 0.03 0.87 0 0.09 0.09 0 0.40 0.41
vermont-AM3 2 630 4.79 - 2 630 9.82 - 2 289 0.97 - 2 069 1.37 - 2 045 55.28 -
virginia-AM2 237 0.13 0.61 237 0.12 0.99 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.03 0.03
virginia-AM3 3 867 34.13 - 3 867 39.74 - 3 738 0.40 - 2 827 1.28 - 2 547 81.67 -
washington-AM2 382 0.24 5.31 382 0.18 8.58 171 0.05 0.37 0 0.06 0.06 0 0.07 0.07
washington-AM3 8 030 50.21 - 8 030 67.00 - 7 649 2.19 - 6 895 3.12 - 6 159 73.52 -
west-virginia-AM3 991 10.69 - 991 12.13 - 970 0.08 238.39 890 0.33 155.49 881 38.73 241.68
Table 7: Obtained irreducible graph sizes n, time tr (in seconds) needed to obtain them and total solving time tt (in seconds) on FE and OSM
instances. The global best solving time tt is highlighted in bold.Rows are highlighted in gray if one of our algorithms is able to obtain an empty
graph.
Graph n tr tt n tr tt n tr tt n tr tt n tr tt
mesh instances Basic-Dense Basic-Sparse NonIncreasing Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
beethoven 1 254 0.02 7.86 427 0.02 0.08 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01
blob 5 746 0.08 - 1 464 0.06 0.20 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.03 0.04 0 0.03 0.03
buddha 380 315 5.56 - 107 265 26.19 67.85 86 1.83 2.74 0 1.87 2.26 0 1.91 2.39
bunny 24 580 0.34 - 3 290 0.56 0.89 0 0.12 0.14 0 0.13 0.16 0 0.15 0.18
cow 1 916 0.02 - 513 0.02 0.06 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01
dragon 51 885 0.89 - 12 893 1.34 3.83 0 0.18 0.21 0 0.19 0.23 0 0.21 0.25
dragonsub 218 779 2.60 - 19 470 4.15 5.66 506 1.03 2.08 0 1.13 1.36 0 1.07 1.28
ecat 239 787 4.07 - 26 270 10.09 12.93 274 2.12 3.16 0 2.12 2.51 0 2.14 2.56
face 7 588 0.09 - 1 540 0.10 0.21 0 0.03 0.04 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.03 0.04
fandisk 2 851 0.05 - 336 0.03 0.07 51 0.02 0.03 0 0.02 0.02 0 0.02 0.02
feline 14 817 0.20 - 2 743 0.25 0.47 0 0.08 0.09 0 0.08 0.09 0 0.08 0.09
gameguy 13 959 0.17 - 312 0.10 0.12 0 0.06 0.07 0 0.06 0.07 0 0.06 0.07
gargoyle 6 512 0.15 - 1 819 0.14 0.36 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.03 0.03
turtle 91 624 1.17 - 16 095 1.92 4.98 186 0.42 0.65 0 0.41 0.49 0 0.47 0.56
venus 1 898 0.02 - 175 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01
SNAP instances Basic-Dense Basic-Sparse NonIncreasing Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong
as-skitter 26 584 25.82 - 8 585 36.69 - 3 426 4.75 - 2 782 5.50 - 2 343 6.80 -
ca-AstroPh 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.03 0.04 0 0.03 0.03
ca-CondMat 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.01 0.02
ca-GrQc 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00
ca-HepPh 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.01
ca-HepTh 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.00
email-Enron 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.04 0.04 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.03 0.03
email-EuAll 0 0.08 0.17 0 0.09 0.16 0 0.06 0.08 0 0.09 0.13 0 0.07 0.10
p2p-Gnutella04 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01
p2p-Gnutella05 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01
p2p-Gnutella06 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.01
p2p-Gnutella08 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.00
p2p-Gnutella09 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.00 0.01 0 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0.01
p2p-Gnutella24 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.01
p2p-Gnutella25 10 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.01 0.01 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.02 0.02
p2p-Gnutella30 0 0.01 0.02 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.02 0.02 0 0.02 0.02 0 0.01 0.02
p2p-Gnutella31 0 0.04 0.07 0 0.04 0.07 0 0.03 0.03 0 0.05 0.06 0 0.04 0.05
roadNet-CA 234 433 3.96 - 66 406 20.51 437.62 478 2.14 5.70 0 2.42 3.57 0 2.59 3.07
roadNet-PA 133 814 2.43 - 35 442 7.73 23.86 300 1.05 2.24 0 1.19 1.44 0 1.14 1.40
roadNet-TX 153 985 2.65 - 40 350 10.49 24.30 882 1.23 3.98 0 1.32 1.64 0 1.34 1.65
soc-Epinions1 7 0.05 0.07 0 0.06 0.08 0 0.08 0.10 0 0.07 0.08 0 0.07 0.08
soc-LiveJournal1 60 041 236.88 - 29 508 213.74 - 4 319 22.27 - 3 530 24.13 - 1 314 37.77 -
soc-Slashdot0811 0 0.08 0.11 0 0.08 0.11 0 0.07 0.08 0 0.07 0.09 0 0.06 0.07
soc-Slashdot0902 0 0.07 0.09 0 0.07 0.10 0 0.09 0.11 0 0.08 0.10 0 0.10 0.12
soc-pokec-relationships 926 346 299.11 - 898 779 1 013.39 - 808 542 188.57 - 807 412 217.83 - 807 395 388.57 -
web-BerkStan 36 637 6.58 - 16 661 8.70 - 1 999 6.86 120.05 151 6.46 6.83 151 7.89 8.25
web-Google 2 810 1.57 2.40 1 254 2.42 3.66 361 1.75 2.95 46 1.88 2.47 46 7.97 9.24
web-NotreDame 13 464 1.03 - 6 052 2.03 - 2 460 0.40 - 2 061 0.56 1.60 117 2.44 2.57
web-Stanford 14 153 1.81 - 3 325 2.45 - 112 2.25 2.50 0 1.80 1.99 0 2.17 2.38
wiki-Talk 0 1.00 1.71 0 1.32 1.96 0 1.26 1.84 0 1.24 1.80 0 1.67 2.28
wiki-Vote 477 0.03 0.12 0 0.02 0.03 0 0.02 0.02 0 0.02 0.02 0 0.02 0.02
Table 8: Obtained irreducible graph sizes n, time tr (in seconds) needed to obtain them and total solving time tt (in seconds) on mesh and SNAP
instances. The global best solving time tt is highlighted in bold. Rows are highlighted in gray if one of our algorithms is able to obtain an empty
graph.
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D State-of-the-Art Comparison
Graph tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax
FE instances DynWVC1 DynWVC2 HILS Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong Non-Increasing
fe_4elt2 961.12 427 755 974.87 427 755 759.23 427 646 0.11 428 029 0.11 428 029 0.18 428 016
fe_body 504.31 1 678 616 499.03 1 678 496 806.46 1 678 708 0.51 1 680 182 0.86 1 680 117 0.27 1 680 133
fe_ocean 983.53 7 222 521 379.75 7 220 128 999.57 7 069 279 18.85 6 591 832 19.04 6 591 537 18.85 6 597 698
fe_pwt 814.23 1 176 721 320.05 1 176 784 932.43 1 175 754 3.03 1 162 232 5.45 888 959 1.57 1 151 777
fe_rotor 961.76 2 659 653 874.68 2 659 473 973.92 2 650 132 13.95 2 531 152 20.55 2 538 117 13.56 2 532 168
fe_sphere 875.87 616 978 872.36 616 978 843.67 616 528 0.63 617 816 0.67 617 816 0.46 617 585
fe_tooth 353.21 3 031 269 619.96 3 031 385 994.97 3 032 819 0.26 3 033 298 0.26 3 033 298 0.27 3 033 298
OSM instances DynWVC1 DynWVC2 HILS Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong Non-Increasing
alabama-AM2 0.18 174 252 0.24 174 269 0.03 174 309 0.01 174 309 0.01 174 309 0.01 174 309
alabama-AM3 725.34 185 518 199.94 185 655 0.58 185 744 1.76 185 744 32.42 185 744 0.60 185 744
district-of-columbia-AM1 23.96 196 475 28.42 196 475 0.14 196 475 0.32 196 475 3.52 196 475 0.06 196 475
district-of-columbia-AM2 159.08 208 989 915.18 208 977 400.69 209 132 4.21 209 132 84.21 209 131 686.26 174 114
district-of-columbia-AM3 461.10 224 760 313.17 223 955 849.37 227 613 904.91 142 454 804.79 156 967 168.55 120 366
florida-AM2 0.18 230 595 0.53 230 595 0.04 230 595 0.00 230 595 0.00 230 595 0.00 230 595
florida-AM3 425.87 237 229 862.04 237 120 3.98 237 333 1.57 237 333 40.97 237 333 2.08 237 333
georgia-AM3 0.42 222 652 1.31 222 652 0.04 222 652 0.98 222 652 12.97 222 652 14.56 222 652
greenland-AM3 58.88 14 007 640.46 14 010 1.18 14 011 10.95 14 011 58.24 14 008 5.06 14 012
hawaii-AM2 1.89 125 270 1.63 125 270 0.20 125 284 0.09 125 284 0.10 125 284 0.13 125 284
hawaii-AM3 406.57 140 656 887.44 140 595 213.32 141 035 152.38 116 202 681.39 121 222 155.21 107 879
idaho-AM3 79.67 77 145 58.83 77 145 0.78 77 145 11.95 77 141 40.71 77 144 8.89 77 144
kansas-AM3 333.60 87 976 276.26 87 976 0.55 87 976 2.25 87 976 110.41 87 976 337.83 87 976
kentucky-AM2 3.23 97 397 2.92 97 397 0.26 97 397 0.23 97 397 0.44 97 397 0.26 97 397
kentucky-AM3 951.91 100 476 96.83 100 455 515.99 100 507 354.45 100 510 776.69 100 510 305.01 100 497
louisiana-AM3 8.63 60 024 0.18 60 002 0.01 60 024 0.05 60 024 0.11 60 024 0.15 60 024
maryland-AM3 0.79 45 496 0.59 45 496 0.01 45 496 0.11 45 496 0.15 45 496 0.14 45 496
massachusetts-AM2 0.25 140 095 0.74 140 095 0.01 140 095 0.04 140 095 0.05 140 095 0.03 140 095
massachusetts-AM3 980.11 145 852 270.28 145 862 0.77 145 866 1.39 145 866 31.04 145 866 0.76 145 866
mexico-AM3 0.71 97 663 2.28 97 663 0.02 97 663 0.96 97 663 21.19 97 663 0.67 97 663
new-hampshire-AM3 0.08 116 060 1.63 116 060 0.03 116 060 0.05 116 060 0.08 116 060 0.06 116 060
north-carolina-AM3 0.58 49 694 114.45 49 720 0.03 49 720 0.74 49 720 45.82 49 720 0.47 49 720
oregon-AM2 0.62 165 047 0.37 165 047 0.02 165 047 0.01 165 047 0.01 165 047 0.01 165 047
oregon-AM3 174.64 175 059 511.10 175 067 4.65 175 078 9.50 175 078 39.78 175 077 21.29 175 078
pennsylvania-AM3 0.06 143 870 0.14 143 870 0.02 143 870 0.07 143 870 0.12 143 870 0.16 143 870
rhode-island-AM2 7.75 184 537 13.90 184 576 0.24 184 596 0.41 184 596 4.37 184 596 0.27 184 596
rhode-island-AM3 230.53 201 470 711.97 201 359 30.15 201 758 44.88 167 162 82.02 167 162 45.46 166 103
utah-AM3 215.88 98 802 136.90 98 847 0.07 98 847 0.09 98 847 0.27 98 847 0.44 98 847
vermont-AM3 28.77 63 234 768.43 63 248 979.14 63 310 145.39 63 312 448.54 63 312 217.67 63 312
virginia-AM2 0.53 295 758 20.50 295 638 0.07 295 867 0.02 295 867 0.02 295 867 0.02 295 867
virginia-AM3 754.86 307 782 809.24 307 907 2.52 308 305 34.42 308 305 200.13 308 305 49.42 308 305
washington-AM2 1.24 305 619 13.35 305 619 0.25 305 619 0.06 305 619 0.07 305 619 0.08 305 619
washington-AM3 37.94 313 689 383.62 313 844 10.17 314 288 3.60 284 684 72.84 288 116 4.56 282 020
west-virginia-AM3 2.75 47 927 2.84 47 927 0.07 47 927 2.88 47 927 41.73 47 927 2.60 47 927
Table 9: Best solution found by each algorithm on FE and OSM instances and time (in seconds) required to compute it. The global best solution
is highlighted in bold. Rows are highlighted in gray if one of our exact solvers is able to solve the corresponding instances.
Graph tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax tmax wmax
mesh instances DynWVC1 DynWVC2 HILS Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong Non-Increasing
beethoven 8.86 238 726 8.79 238 726 462.31 238 746 0.00 238 794 0.00 238 794 0.00 238 794
blob 39.91 854 843 40.00 854 843 351.91 855 004 0.02 855 547 0.02 855 547 0.02 855 547
buddha 879.42 56 757 052 797.35 56 757 052 999.94 55 490 134 1.75 57 555 880 1.77 57 555 880 2.24 57 555 880
bunny 702.13 3 683 000 695.55 3 683 000 964.60 3 681 696 0.11 3 686 960 0.13 3 686 960 0.11 3 686 960
cow 62.04 269 340 61.40 269 340 935.58 269 464 0.01 269 543 0.01 269 543 0.01 269 543
dragon 970.34 7 943 911 981.51 7 944 042 996.01 7 940 422 0.21 7 956 530 0.22 7 956 530 0.22 7 956 530
dragonsub 323.07 31 762 035 379.11 31 762 035 999.54 31 304 363 1.10 32 213 898 1.11 32 213 898 1.88 32 213 898
ecat 565.03 36 129 804 542.87 36 129 804 999.91 35 512 644 2.19 36 650 298 2.29 36 650 298 2.44 36 650 298
face 87.05 1 218 510 86.38 1 218 510 228.77 1 218 565 0.03 1 219 418 0.03 1 219 418 0.03 1 219 418
fandisk 8.26 462 950 8.42 462 950 232.96 463 090 0.01 463 288 0.01 463 288 0.01 463 288
feline 730.80 2 204 925 734.34 2 204 925 640.98 2 204 911 0.09 2 207 219 0.08 2 207 219 0.09 2 207 219
gameguy 519.12 2 323 941 525.93 2 323 941 736.64 2 322 824 0.05 2 325 878 0.05 2 325 878 0.05 2 325 878
gargoyle 29.25 1 058 496 29.11 1 058 496 724.41 1 058 652 0.03 1 059 559 0.03 1 059 559 0.03 1 059 559
turtle 982.00 14 215 429 976.57 14 213 516 999.68 14 151 616 0.42 14 263 005 0.43 14 263 005 0.56 14 263 005
venus 559.29 305 571 556.38 305 571 130.83 305 724 0.01 305 749 0.01 305 749 0.01 305 749
SNAP instances DynWVC1 DynWVC2 HILS Cyclic-Fast Cyclic-Strong Non-Increasing
as-skitter 989.05 123 613 404 383.97 123 273 938 999.32 122 658 804 346.69 124 137 148 354.71 124 137 365 431.90 124 136 621
ca-AstroPh 32.46 797 475 125.05 797 480 13.47 797 510 0.02 797 510 0.02 797 510 0.02 797 510
ca-CondMat 114.85 1 147 814 27.75 1 147 845 50.90 1 147 950 0.01 1 147 950 0.01 1 147 950 0.01 1 147 950
ca-GrQc 4.87 286 489 1.93 286 489 0.34 286 489 0.00 286 489 0.00 286 489 0.00 286 489
ca-HepPh 13.21 581 014 17.34 581 028 7.73 581 039 0.01 581 039 0.01 581 039 0.01 581 039
ca-HepTh 6.57 561 982 5.30 561 974 4.68 562 004 0.00 562 004 0.00 562 004 0.00 562 004
email-Enron 454.49 2 464 887 594.93 2 464 890 71.07 2 464 922 0.02 2 464 935 0.03 2 464 935 0.02 2 464 935
email-EuAll 134.83 25 286 322 132.62 25 286 322 338.14 25 286 322 0.07 25 286 322 0.07 25 286 322 0.06 25 286 322
p2p-Gnutella04 1.46 679 105 2.34 679 111 94.12 679 111 0.01 679 111 0.01 679 111 0.01 679 111
p2p-Gnutella05 1.15 554 926 3.55 554 931 135.17 554 943 0.01 554 943 0.01 554 943 0.01 554 943
p2p-Gnutella06 525.35 548 611 186.97 548 611 1.29 548 612 0.01 548 612 0.01 548 612 0.01 548 612
p2p-Gnutella08 0.15 434 575 0.18 434 577 0.12 434 577 0.00 434 577 0.00 434 577 0.00 434 577
p2p-Gnutella09 0.39 568 439 0.28 568 439 0.09 568 439 0.00 568 439 0.00 568 439 0.00 568 439
p2p-Gnutella24 8.01 1 984 567 5.51 1 984 567 3.17 1 984 567 0.01 1 984 567 0.01 1 984 567 0.01 1 984 567
p2p-Gnutella25 2.66 1 701 967 2.20 1 701 967 1.17 1 701 967 0.01 1 701 967 0.01 1 701 967 0.01 1 701 967
p2p-Gnutella30 8.83 2 787 903 132.71 2 787 899 15.14 2 787 907 0.01 2 787 907 0.01 2 787 907 0.02 2 787 907
p2p-Gnutella31 70.88 4 776 960 47.97 4 776 961 115.01 4 776 986 0.02 4 776 986 0.02 4 776 986 0.03 4 776 986
roadNet-CA 999.98 109 586 054 999.90 109 582 579 1 000.00 106 584 645 1.94 111 360 828 1.86 111 360 828 4.09 111 360 828
roadNet-PA 511.59 60 990 177 469.18 60 990 177 999.94 60 037 011 0.96 61 731 589 1.04 61 731 589 1.83 61 731 589
roadNet-TX 789.43 77 672 388 694.33 77 672 388 999.97 76 347 666 1.29 78 599 946 1.29 78 599 946 3.42 78 599 946
soc-Epinions1 290.84 5 690 651 272.56 5 690 773 253.10 5 690 874 0.08 5 690 970 0.08 5 690 970 0.08 5 690 970
soc-LiveJournal1 999.99 279 150 686 999.99 279 231 875 1 000.00 255 079 926 51.33 284 036 222 44.19 284 036 239 39.36 283 970 295
soc-Slashdot0811 238.18 5 660 385 880.68 5 660 555 446.95 5 660 787 0.09 5 660 899 0.08 5 660 899 0.08 5 660 899
soc-Slashdot0902 270.85 5 971 308 435.90 5 971 476 604.07 5 971 664 0.11 5 971 849 0.11 5 971 849 0.12 5 971 849
soc-pokec-relationships 999.85 83 223 668 999.13 83 155 217 1 000.00 82 021 946 254.59 76 075 111 488.31 76 075 700 228.07 76 063 476
web-BerkStan 194.20 43 640 833 164.10 43 637 382 998.73 43 424 373 6.74 43 907 482 8.05 43 907 482 16.01 43 907 482
web-Google 349.08 56 209 005 324.65 56 206 250 995.92 56 008 278 1.72 56 326 504 6.44 56 326 504 2.17 56 326 504
web-NotreDame 949.84 26 010 791 905.72 26 009 287 997.00 26 002 793 1.60 26 016 941 2.74 26 016 941 1.36 26 016 941
web-Stanford 943.85 17 748 798 671.32 17 741 043 999.50 17 709 827 1.68 17 792 930 1.86 17 792 930 1.71 17 792 930
wiki-Talk 951.51 235 836 837 972.93 235 836 913 999.69 235 818 823 1.29 235 837 346 1.29 235 837 346 1.31 235 837 346
wiki-Vote 188.76 500 075 0.32 500 079 10.34 500 079 0.02 500 079 0.02 500 079 0.02 500 079
Table 10: Best solution found by each algorithm on mesh and SNAP instances and time (in seconds) required to compute it. The global best
solution is highlighted in bold. Rows are highlighted in gray if one of our exact solvers is able to solve the corresponding instances.
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